A living room needs to be a warm and comfortable place for you to spend some quality time.
However, make sure you also add the functional component we all look for nowadays. After all,
multifunctional spaces and savy storage are trending right now!
It must be stylish but simple, and the furniture, which needs to be mindfully chosen, should be
able to last for years without losing its appeal. For these reasons, we brought you this modern home
decor with a minimal aesthetic that invites you in the second you look. Shall we look?
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The chicness and rich look of this modern
home decor are finished with the comfort of Disruption
Sofa with the beautiful, lovely Ada Almond Pillow with a
spiced marmalade vibe – a classic autumnal shade.
Disruption sofa seduces with its curvy lines
and minimalistic design, specially when combined with
these dreamy blue materials. A stronger and imponent
look is placed for its ergonomic proportions and
sophisticated look.
A very sleek aesthetic appears where Ada
Almond Pillow is placed. It is the perfect accessory for
every design, for its square shapes.

As you move your eyes through the living room, the elements used not only provide an exuberant
and light look, but a very contemporary and timeless design offering a poetic appeal where every detail
tells a story.
Matching with Disruption Sofa and Ada Almond Pillow, the Family Inside Table was chosen for an
industrial touch in an autumn atmosphere. Inside Family is well-combined in this spiced marmalade
vibes, being a contemporary design with an industrial for the most demanding scenarios.

The space’s eye-catching elements are wonderfully complemented by Kate Pouf in an
unpredictable color and material. Fully upholstered, Kate Pouf is the ultimate comfortable experience to
be added to any project.
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And that’s it! This is how you can bring a
contemporary, timeless aura into every home
decor. An intriguing story is told as you move
through the living room and we are sure that it is an
unforgettable one. We dare you to listen to it!
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